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AV Music Morpher is a creative one-stop audio editor software for both the most
inexperienced and Pros. It includes: Voice morpher to change singer voice in two dimensions,
voice pitch and voice timbre, to be either man, woman, or characterized; Tempo morpher
change tempo to faster or slower; Beat tracking with various preset beats, bongos and drum
loops; Cher modulation to create Cher effect; 32 real-time single effects which can be
combined up to 4 layers; and other audio optimizing tools: advanced tune, beat tracking
quality controller, frequency morpher, equalizer. Powerful tools for setting treble, bass, stereo,
surround and making effects archive.

Advance Morpher works as an effect mixer, enabling user to edit special effects and mix them
limitlessly to create new, complex effects. External plug-in effects can be added to your
effects library.

Morpher and Advanced Morpher can morph music in real time, thus giving a new experience
to music listening. They can also morph an audio file to a new file in another format, thus
working as a converter to convert files between 10 supported formats: mp3, mp2, wav, wma,
ape, ogg, au...

Another major tool is Wave Editor (aka Audio Editor), a built-in audio editor to edit sound files
in a wave chart. Wave Editor enables user to zoom, copy, cut, paste segment of sample and
then save as new file. Wave Editor allows multi track mixing to add background music to
voice recording or make duet songs. The MP3 player and recorder are developed to record
sound from microphone, then save recorded file to many formats; and it is compatible with
karaoke players to record karaoke singing. Not only can it morph sound files, convert formats,
and edit audio files.

AV Music Morpher is also a CD maker and film maker. It provides ripping and burning tools to
rip cda tracks from CD to hard disk, burn audio files from hard disk to CD, and burn data
CD/DVD. Cover editor will help complete the CD/DVD with label, inlay and cover.

Get Other Version Here:

AV Music Morpher Gold $99.95

Key  Features

Multi-format Audio Converter allows you to convert audio formats from MP3 to WAV,
WMA to MP3, or between any of supported formats including OGG, APE, AIF, IRC,
NIST, AU, etc. New version improved with Multi-track Audio Editor and more sound
effects (New).
CD Grabber is ready for you to grab any audio CD file you want. Use the built-in MP3
ripper to rip audio tracks from CDs right to your hard drive in any supported format.
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Now you have a great tool to make your music collection larger.
Data DVD/CD Burner helps you to create your own DVD/CDs easily and fast. Burn
audio files to CD in CDA format as well as burn data to CDs and DVDs. Moreover, you
can save time by burning multi-disc projects - organize once, burn many.
Digital Audio Recorder allows you to record from many sources; a microphone, a CD,
an audio file, streaming audio, etc. Then save them to almost any format, including
the favorite WAV format. Easily record any audio you create or play.
DVD/CD Cover Editor is a useful tool for you. You can easily design and output DVD
and CD images for your own albums. Make them unique!

Main Benefits

MUSIC MORPHER allows you to:
You can get more audio formats. Music Morpher supports most popular audio formats
to make converting effortless. Now convert WAV to MP3, MP3 to WAV, etc. and make
a song suitable for any portable device. It’s never been easier!.
Make a Beautiful Duet from a Solo Song. Music Morpher helps you generate different
singing voices from the same artist. Now you can listen to your favorite songs any way
you want them to be.
Make Your Songs More Musical. You can create a “chasing” voice for a more
sentimental sound, or to add depth. Lots of other music effects are ready for you to
make your songs sound sensational.
Make Your Own CD. You can record your voice while singing along with a song, then
burn it to CDs and then create your own, personalized CD covers and labels, etc. All
tools you need are ready for you to work with in Music Morpher.
Create Your Own Ringtones from Your Favorite Songs. Music Morpher allows you to
create unique ringtones for you cellphone. Cut out any music clip you love and then
set it as your ringtone. Make your cellphone a music player with your own, original
ringtones.

System Requirements

2.4 GHz Pentium CPU
256 MB RAM
100 MB hard drive space
SVGA or higher resolution monitor (minimum resolution of 1024x768)
48x CD-ROM drive
SoundBlaster compatible sound card
Speakers or headphones
DVD/CD recorder (optional)
Printer for printing DVD/CD covers and labels (optional)
Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher
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